Entry Year 2021 Application Timeline

- May 1: Application Opens (8 am CT)
- June 1: Applications begin to be transmitted to schools
- Aug 1: Early Decision Program Application Deadline (5 pm CT)
- Sep 15: EDP Letters, transcripts, & test scores due
- Oct 15: Medical Schools Begin Extending Offers of Acceptance
- Oct 30: Medical, Dental Deadline (5 pm CT)
- Sep 15: TAMU CVM Deadline (5 pm CT)
- Nov 15: Deadline for Letters of Evaluation
- Dec 15: Dental Schools Begin Extending Offers of Acceptance
- Oct 15: Medical Schools Begin Extending Offers of Acceptance
- Dec 15: Dental Schools Begin Extending Offers of Acceptance
- Nov 15: Pre-Match Offer Period for Texas Residents Medical Applicants
- May 15: Offers of Admission
- Mid-March: Veterinary Schools Extend Offers of Admission
- March 5: Match Results Announced & Rolling Admissions Period Begins
- April 30: Applicants Can Only Hold 1 Offer Of Admission
- May 15: Offers of admission can only be extended to applicants who are not holding a seat at another institution
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This timeline has been adjusted in response to impacts caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, and are only applicable to Entry Year 2021. This timeline is subject to change; updates will be posted at www.tmdsas.com.